


 
 
 

AA DIPLOMA 6 

UNKNOWN FIELDS DIVISION 
 

The Unknown Fields Division is a nomadic design studio that ventures out on expeditions to the ends of the earth to bear 
witness to alternative worlds, alien landscapes, industrial ecologies and precarious wilderness. These distant landscapes 
- the iconic and the ignored, the excavated, irradiated and the pristine – are embedded in global systems that connect 
them in surprising and complicated ways to our everyday lives. Unknown Fields re-maps and reimagines the city and the 
technologies it contains not as discrete, independent collections of buildings and devices, but as a relational object that 
conditions and is conditioned by a wide array of local and global supply chains, a network of vast but elusive tendrils that 
twist threadlike over everything around us, crisscrossing the planet, connecting the mundane to the extraordinary. 
Previous expeditions have taken the studio out on the China seas aboard a mega container ship, through the Texaco oil 
fields of the Ecuadorian Amazon; the Galapagos Islands; Area 51 and other US military outposts, Madagascar's Wild 
West' sapphire pits, the frozen Arctic sea ice of far north Alaska, the irradiated wilderness of the Chernobyl Exclusion 
Zone and the vast gold fields of the Western Australian outback. In such landscapes of interwoven narratives, the studio 
deploys time-based media, film, animation and motion graphics to visualise this network of hidden stories and reimagine 
the complex and contradictory realities of the present as a site of strange and extraordinary futures. 

 

2015 

UNRAVELLED 
 

“I don’t do fashion, I am fashion.”  Coco Chanel 

A camera flashes, a model pouts, a sharp cheekbone and a whip of a hip catches the eye on the catwalks of Paris, Milan, 
New York and London.  This year we pick at a loose thread on the garment we are wearing and unravel it across 
continents from wardrobe to warehouse, from factory to field. Clothing is both our basic need or primary shelter and an 
extravagant luxury. Our second skin and identity statement, our comfort and costume, it reveals and camouflages, 
empowers and imprisons.  

We ride the merry-go-round of fashion cycles, across Autumn/Winter and Spring/Summer, our clothing like Cinderella, 
disintegrates at midnight, falling apart when the magic has worn off. Fast Fashion’s rolling tide, dumps mountains of 
cheap clothing on the high street shores. Worn for one wild night and destined to be discarded, the whims of the style 
minded have set in motion a global industry that is reshaping developing economies half a world away. An intricate 
network connects the Kardashian cover to the woven worlds of South-East Asian industry. We delve in the dressing up 
box, into the wild, whimsical, weird and wicked world of fashion, and look deep beyond what is reflected in its glittering 
gilded mirror. Behind the parties and the cash-registers the textile industry is the focus of our years investigation and 
speculation.  We will reimagine seasons, rewrite trends and operate between the scale of the stitch and the planetary 
supply chain to weave new connections and reimagine the relationships between consumption and production. 

 

 



 
WINTER 15 EXPEDITION 

RAINBOW RIVERS 
INDIA TO BANGLADESH 

 

For our Winter Expedition we are in search of the landscapes behind the runway dreams and street blue jeans. Before we 
wear them, our clothes make journeys of tens of thousands of miles in their process of production making textiles the 
most globalized industry on the planet.  The garment trade has for a long time played a critical role in the evolution of 
developing nations. As labour costs rise in china we follow the threads and travel through the factory floors and fabric 
mills now manufacturing in India Bangladesh, Pakistan and Philippines   

Here iconic rivers run with the colours of the season as chemicals used in the dye process are dumped untreated to 
poison the land along their rainbow banks. The stains from dye yards mark our trail from mountains to the sea as we 
embark on a waterborne journey down river from India to the Ganges Delta in Bangladesh. We will visit the ‘T-shirt cities’ 
and ‘textile valleys’ that span from field to factory and will pick from vast cotton crops and silk-worm cocoons and draw 
yarns across deafening shuttles as rows and rows of automated looms weave the fashion fads of a distant world. Plain t-
shirts, haute couture and throwaway high street chic all begin their lives in these landscapes. Like a documentary crew 
we will chronicle these conditions and bring material back to the studio to stitch them into our own new narratives.   

AUTUMN / WINTER 

POINT OF SALE 

From fashion victims to victims of fashion we will begin our projects by investigating the deep cultural complexity that 
surrounds the things we wear and by understanding the convoluted relationships that tie the fleeting fancies of the high 
street to mechanisms of production across the other side of the world. Our cities are extraordinary constellations of 
products, images and desires. As the sale bell rings and the bargain bins fill we understand who we are by the trail of 
fashions we leave behind.  An archaeology of fabric and fashion can reveal our desires and values, our hopes and fears.  
We unravel materials to explore their origins both in the trend mills of popular culture and the textile factories of Asia. 
We will begin our investigation of commodity couture making objects, fabrics, choreographies, garments and costumes 
that will reveal and rewrite the invisible systems that shape fashion culture. The fashion shoot, music video, magazine 
cover and trendspotting tumblr will be our site for the term as our fabrications will be filmed, photographed and 
performed as cultural objects.  

We will slowly zoom out from the artefact to the supply chain, from the single stitch to the endless production line 
designing pieces that resonate across each scale. Grounded in real world research the unit will create a world of 
speculative, surreal and provocative objects, which will act as vehicles for exploring the use, cultural significance, origin, 
technology, manufacture or materiality of fashion.  

In parallel we will be running weekly intensive workshops in time-based media, from film making to motion graphics and 
animation. To work with the complexities of a truly global industry, we need to work in ways that allow us to visualize 
and understand the complex and dynamic, ever shifting contexts involved. Through these media workshops, you will be 
asked to explore strategies, tactics and scenarios. Revealing a network of interactions that ripple outwards from the 
objects you study, making explicit patterns of connections that span all the way back to the resource fields scattered 
around the earth. Across term 1 will be joined each week by luminaries from the fields of film, animation, storytelling, 
gaming and choreographic drawing who will help us to construct dynamic systems of motion and commotion, cycles 
and shifts, ebbs and flows.  These collaborators will augment the studio with skills workshops and group discussions 
and through these personal explorations in time you will develop your own language to represent systems and scenarios 
and powerfully communicate a well researched a polemical argument. They may be hopeful inventions or unexpected by-
products, wondrous possibilities or dark cautionary tales. 



 
SPRING / SUMMER  

WOVEN WORLDS 

 
Where things are made was once a large part of their identity but now contemporary fashion rewrites the cultures of a 
place based on commodities, raw material and labour costs. These are landscapes where a frivolous and fickle industry 
plays out with great seriousness. Your major projects will question the assumptions we hold about cultural and 
environmental responsibility. You will design within these planetary systems and strategies, imagining new stories and 
counter narratives for a series of real, imagined, speculative or absurd objects and their supply chains. We will design 
spaces, objects and performances that are caught within the ever shifting tangles of manufacturing lines and global 
trends, and crafted from invisible connections and hidden relationships. As designers we will choreograph dynamic 
cultural and material exchanges orchestrated by the push and pull of needs and wants. Between the documentary and the 
visionary you will animate and narrate the possible future of these places and objects.  

The polemics we develop through our physical constructs and time-based explorations will evolve into strategies and 
tactics, choreographies and dynamic interventions sited along the global supply lines of the textiles industry. We will 
reimagine how we interact with these networks, designing objects, architectures and scenarios with resonate effects that 
can change and redirect systems, tactical objects, choreographic objects, atomised, and distributed, reprogramming the 
world and generating new encounters and relationships with the complexities of a global context.  

Students will define their own agendas, taking a critical position towards notions of cultural infrastructures and global 
resources. In the division we do not design ‘architecture as object’; rather we design and illustrate architectural scenarios 
that become critical instruments for exploring the consequences of emerging technological and ecological conditions. 
Your work will acknowledge multiple possibilities and parallel futures. Projects may take the form of films, animations, 
illustrated novels, events, performative models and dynamic installations. We ask you to explore alternative forms for the 
architectural project. We ask you to question the format of a folio and to question the medium in which the project is 
produced, to question who the audience for the work is, and the way it is ultimately disseminated. Dextrous adaptability 
and contingency thinking alongside agile acts of speculation will serve to build a coherent and sophisticated body of 
work, exquisitely executed and powerfully argued. We will develop the role of the architect as agitator and the potential of 
the architectural project to instigate debate and discussion as opposed to describing discrete objects. You will position 
your project within a rich history of architectural provocations and develop your own individual polemic that will have a 
currency beyond the walls of this building and extend into your future practice. Embedded in any worthwhile speculation 
is the element of risk and we will look for dangerous and confronting projects.  

 

TECHNICAL STUDIES  
UNKNOWN FIELDS SKUNKWORKS DIVISION 

Although wonderfully provocative our projects will be grounded in rigorous technical investigation, which will be 
embedded and tutored within the design studio in collaboration with key experts. Modelled after Lockheed Martins 
XPlanes division this is the Diploma 6 ‘Skunkworks’ experimental technologies division. Together we embrace and 
explore technologies from the military, mining, aeronautics, biology and material sciences and investigate how these 
processes inform architectural innovation. Within the studio we have developed a strong history of award winning 
technical projects where we emphasise a dialogue between physical material testing and digital experimentation and 
simulation. In this way your projects will become both a wildly imaginative design speculation and a rigorous technical 
investigation. It is in this rigor that your projects will find their critical edge. Joining us in the division will be fellow time-
travellers from the worlds of technology, science and fiction and together we will examine the Unknown Fields between 
cultivation and nature and spin cautionary tales of a new kind of wilderness. 


